Systems and Software Engineering Symposium

Please join us for the Rational® Systems and Software Engineering Symposium to learn how IBM® Rational is helping to lead the innovation agenda while addressing the complexity challenge.

This event will focus on integrated product management and systems and software development – highlighting the IBM Rational Solution for Systems and Software Engineering. We will feature sessions around industry best practices and the core processes of requirements management, architecture and design, collaboration, change and configuration management, and test and quality management.

This event will also give you an excellent opportunity to improve your skills, network and collaborate with other customers and industry experts.

Below are a few of the topics to be covered:

- **Implementing Integrated ALM at Redstone Arsenal** Cliff Sadler, Brockwell Technologies, Inc.
- **Streamlining the Development of Complex Systems through Model-based Systems Engineering** Dr. Peter Hoffmann – IBM Chief Methodologist
- **Examples and Successes of Systems Engineering and Requirements Analysis using DOORS and RPE** Mark Lewis - Brockwell Technologies, Inc.
- **Future Airborne Capability Environment (FACE) Overview** FACE is an Open Group Managed Consortium, Kirk Avery- LMCO & Chip Downing – Wind River
- **Managing the Real-Time Risks in Embedded Systems and Networks** Tapio Kramer – INCHRON
- **Product Line Engineering for Systems and Software** Charles Krueger, CEO, BigLever

Additional topics include:

- Designing for Innovation: Systems Engineering in the Ecosystem
- The Rational Solution for Systems and Software Engineering
- UPDM, DoDAF, and SysML; How They are Supported by IBM Rational Tool
- Satisfying DO-178B/C
- The Rational Method Composer-Rational Team Concert integration in Systems context
- Advanced Systems Engineering and Model Philosophy
- DOORS for Requirements Management – Today and in the Future
- Collaborative Design Management with Rational Rhapsody

We also invite you to stay for a complimentary cocktail networking reception immediately following the Symposium.

**Register today!**